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Abstract

As pre-trained models have shown successful
performance in program language processing
as well as natural language processing, adver-
sarial attacks on these models also attract at-
tention. However, previous works on black-
box adversarial attacks generated adversarial
examples in a very inefficient way with simple
greedy search. They also failed to find out bet-
ter adversarial examples because it was hard to
reduce the search space without performance
loss. In this paper, we propose TABS, an effi-
cient beam search black-box adversarial attack
method. We adopt beam search to find out
better adversarial examples, and contextual se-
mantic filtering to effectively reduce the search
space. Contextual semantic filtering reduces
the number of candidate adversarial words con-
sidering the surrounding context and the se-
mantic similarity. Our proposed method shows
good performance in terms of attack success
rate, the number of queries, and semantic sim-
ilarity in attacking models for two tasks: NL
code search classification and retrieval tasks.

1 Introduction

Many pre-trained models have been proposed and
achieved success not only in natural language pro-
cessing (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Sanh
et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020), but also in program
language processing (Feng et al., 2020; Guo et al.,
2021; Gotmare et al., 2021; Ahmad et al., 2021).
As pre-trained models attract attention, so do the
adversarial attacks on those models (Hsieh et al.,
2019; Jin et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Garg and Ra-
makrishnan, 2020; Li et al., 2021). If pre-trained
code models are attacked, they may produce in-
correct results for slightly perturbed inputs in the
sentence of natural language.

However, most of these black-box adversarial
attack methods generate adversarial examples with
inefficient greedy search. The method simply tries
every adversarial word without considering the sur-

rounding context and the contextual semantic word
similarity. Moreover, it simply replaces vulnerable
words in a sentence one by one without considering
the global context. Their attack success rates are
low, and a number of queries are required for attack
success. It is not guaranteed that the adversarial
examples are generated semantically similar to the
original examples even if the attack was successful.

In this paper, we propose the semantic beam
search method that can efficiently generate seman-
tically similar adversarial examples with fewer
queries while having higher performance. Our
proposed method selects adversarial words con-
sidering the contextual semantic similarity with
the original word as well as the word probability
predicted by the BERT masked language model
(MLM). With this contextual semantic filtering, the
number of queries is significantly reduced com-
pared to the existing methods without performance
reduction. To increase the success rate, we adopt
beam search (Wiseman and Rush, 2016) to generate
better adversarial examples. Our approach keeps
top-k candidate adversarial sentences with beam
search while attacking. It helps choose a better
adversarial sentence considering the global context.
Beam search may expand the search space, but we
can effectively reduce the search space with seman-
tic filtering. Finally, we can achieve the highest
success rate with a minimum number of queries.

We apply our approach to the NL-code search
task that searches for codes with the same mean-
ing for a given natural language sentence for the
first time. The NL code search task provided by
CodeXGLUE consists of two sub-tasks: classifica-
tion task and retrieval task (Lu et al., 2021). The
classification task is a task to classify whether or
not the text-code pair represents the same meaning,
and the retrieval task is a task that finds the most
relevant code when a text is given. We show suc-
cessful attack results for two tasks: classification
and retrieval task of NL code search task.
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2 Methodology

In this section, we describe TABS: Efficient Textual
Adversarial Attack using Semantic Beam Search,
that requires a very small number of queries to
generate adversarial text with very high quality for
the NL Code search tasks.

The proposed approach, TABS, is based on
BERT-Attack. We determine the order of words to
be replaced by output differences as the previous
method did. Suppose that there is a pair of text
T = [w1, w2, ..., wn] and code C, the correspond-
ing label Y , and the output logit of the classification
victim model or the output rank of the retrieval vic-
tim model, f(T,C). The word importance by the
output difference is defined as follows:

Iwi = f(T,C)− f(T\wi
, C) (1)

where wi is the i-th word in the sentence T , and
T\wi is the modified sentence that the word at the
i-th position in T is replaced with <unk> token.

BERT-Attack obtains N synonym words for a
word in T from the mask language model for a
vulnerable word in the sentence. BERT-Attack
replaces the word with each synonym word and
checks whether the modified sentence is misclas-
sified or not. If the attack is not successful even
after it tried all the N synonyms, it chooses the syn-
onym word with the lowest output logit values for
the current word and continues to attack the next
vulnerable word, which is a way of greedy search.
When a word is being attacked, the previously at-
tacked words are fixed in this greedy search, and
the adversarial examples to be generated may be
limited. Better synonym words for the previously
attacked words can be found conditionally to the
synonym of the current word, but the greedy search
cannot change previously fixed synonyms.

To address this issue, we adopt beam search
which keeps k candidate adversarial sentences
while attacking. However, if beam search is sim-
ply applied, the number of queries may increase
about k times. In order to solve this effectively,
we do not try all the synonym words chosen by
probability of the masked language model for the
current position word, but we sample M important
words among the N synonyms by considering the
contextual semantic similarity to the original word.

Contextual semantic filtering is based on the
similarity between word embeddings from BERT-
MLM. First, we replace the current word with each

Algorithm 1 TABS
Input: Text T ; Code C; Victim model f(·)
Output: Adversarial example T adv

1: for wi in T do
2: Compute the importance score Iwi using Eq. 1
3: end for
4: Initialization T adv ← T ; B ← ϕ; B = B ∪ T ;B

′ ← ϕ
5: Create a word list V sorted by descending order of impor-

tance score Iwi

6: for vi in V do
7: for b in B do
8: Predict N synonyms for b\vi based on BERT-MLM
9: Calculate each context embedding for N synonyms

10: Sort by similarity scores based on context embedd-
11: ings between the original word and N synonyms
12: Select top-M words
13: for m in M do
14: b[vi] = m

15: B
′ ← B

′ ∪ b
16: end for
17: end for
18: Sort B

′
by the logit values of the Victim model f(·)

19: if Satisfy Eq. 2 or Eq. 3 in B
′

then
20: T adv ← adversarial example in B

′
with the max-

imum sentence similarity to the original sentence T
21: return T adv

22: else
23: B ← top-K(B

′
), B

′ ← ϕ
24: end if
25: end for

synonym word obtained by probability of BERT-
MLM in the sentence. We input the modified
sentence into BERT-MLM once more, and obtain
the contextual word embedding from the last hid-
den states of BERT-MLM. Since the embeddings
are generated considering surrounding words, we
can evaluate contextual semantic similarities be-
tween words. We consider not only the probability
predicted by the masked language model but also
the contextual semantic similarity to the original
word for choosing synonym words, so we can ef-
fectively reduce the search space. We tokenize
each word into sub-words using the Bytes-Pair-
Encoding (BPE) which is the tokenizer of BERT-
MLM. We use the average pooling to obtain the
whole contextual word embedding of the original
word.

During attacking with beam search, we sort k
candidate adversarial sentences by the logit values
in ascending order, and check if there are adversar-
ial sentences that satisfy the attack success condi-
tion. If there are, the sentence most similar to the
original sentence is selected as the final adversarial
example.

The attack success conditions are defined as fol-
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Model ϵ = 0.2 ϵ = 0.3

Success Perturb Query USE Success Perturb Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 699 15.9 67.5 0.466 578 15.1 67.8 0.511
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 792 13.9 84.2 0.474 667 13.1 83.7 0.514
CodeBERT-Attack 792 14.8 90.5 0.467 663 13.7 90.2 0.509
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 814 13.4 923.1 0.484 689 12.8 969.7 0.525

Proposed-B 882 14.6 162.7 0.507 787 13.9 163.2 0.537
Proposed-S 780 15.2 29.2 0.461 634 14.3 29.4 0.509
Proposed-BS (TABS) 874 15.9 50.4 0.498 751 14.9 49.9 0.537

Table 1: Adversarial example generation performance in attack success (Success), change ratio (Perturb), number of
queries (Query), and text similarity (USE) on the classification task of NL code search task. The original accuracy
of the victim model on test dataset is 97.96%. The best result is in boldface, and the next best is underlined. Refer
to Appendix B for the results of other ϵ.

Model ϵ = 0.3 , original_rank ≤ 100 , target_rank = 100

Success Perturb Rank nDCG@10 nDCG@20 Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 328 14.7 8.8/642.8 0.2033 0.2421 61.3 0.508
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 407 14.2 7.7/737.6 0.2007 0.2407 80.2 0.531
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 395 13.3 8.0/725.9 0.2065 0.2496 907.9 0.537

Proposed-B 461 13.5 7.0/794.0 0.2097 0.2576 124.6 0.557
Proposed-S 405 15.0 8.0/730.7 0.1721 0.2129 27.6 0.516
Proposed-BS (TABS) 451 15.6 7.2/800.3 0.1688 0.2130 42.9 0.535

Table 2: Adversarial example generation performance in attack success (Success), change ratio (Perturb), original
rank/changed rank (Rank), top-10 nDCG (nDCG@10), top-20 nDCG (nDCG@20), number of queries (Query), and
text similarity (USE) on the retrieval task of NL code search task. The best result is in boldface, and the next best is
underlined. The results of other target_rank value can be found in Appendix C.

lows:
argmax

(
f(T adv, C)

)
̸= Y,

and Sim(T adv, T ) ≥ ϵ
(2)

f(T,C) < target_rank < f(T adv, C),
and Sim(T adv, T ) ≥ ϵ

(3)

Eq. (2) is for classification task, and Eq. (3) for
retrieval task. In the equations, T is an original sen-
tence, T adv is an adversarial sentence, C is a code
snippet, Sim(·, ·) is the cosine similarity between
embedding vectors of the original and adversarial
sentences, ϵ is the minimum similarity threshold
between the original and adversarial sentences, and
target_rank is the minimum rank for attack suc-
cess.

We summarize the proposed approach, TABS, in
Algorithm 1.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment Setting

We apply our approach on two NL code search
tasks: classification and retrieval tasks (Lu et al.,
2021). We fine-tune CodeBERT (Feng et al., 2020)
for each of the two tasks. We evaluate our method

on 1k test samples randomly selected from the test
dataset.

As evaluation metrics, we use attack success,
change ratio, number of queries, and text similarity
in classification task, and attack success, change
ratio, original rank/changed rank, nDCG (Wang
et al., 2013), number of queries, and text similarity
in retrieval task. Attack success is the number of
successful attacks. Change ratio is on how many
words are replaced for a successful attack, original
rank is the rank of the correct code in the recom-
mended code list by the code retrieval model, and
changed rank is the rank by the attacked model.
In the retrieval task, we need to consider not only
the rank change of the correct code but also the
change of recommended code list. We use Uni-
versal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018)
to measure the text similarity between the original
and adversarial sentences. We also observe nDCG
to measure how much the top-k retrieved code list
is changed by the adversarial text.

We use RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019)
as BERT masked language model for our ap-
proach. We compare our approach with Textfooler,
BERT-Attack, CodeBERT-Attack, and CLARE.
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Figure 1: Comparison results of attack success, queries,
and similarity on attacking CodeBERT fine-tuned for
NL code search classification task with respect to ϵ. Our
proposed method performs better than other baselines
in all ϵ values.

CodeBERT-Attack is another type of BERT-Attack
that uses the CodeBERT-MLM model for predict-
ing synonym words. For all approaches, we set the
hyper-parameter N to 50. Refer to the Appendix
A for the NL code search dataset.

3.2 Experimental Result

Attack Result Table 1 shows the performance in
the NL code search classification task. We compare
the results at ϵ = 0.2 and 0.3. Among the base-
lines, CLARE using various attack strategies, such
as replace, insert, and merge, shows the highest
attack success and USE. However, since CLARE
calculates the importance score for 3 strategies to
determine the order of attack words, it requires
a large number of queries. BERT-Attack using
BERT-MLM model and CodeBERT-Attack using
CodeBERT-MLM show almost the same perfor-
mance in the attack success rate, query, and USE.

Proposed-B is the proposed method with only
beam search. It shows the performance of the
highest semantic similarity compared to other base-
lines because it selects the sentence most similar to
the original text among the candidates that satisfy
the attack success condition. However, compared
to the baselines such as BERT-Attack, Proposed-
B has about twice as many queries. Proposed-S
is the proposed method with only semantic filter-
ing of synonyms by word embedding similarity.
The attack success and USE are similar to BERT-
Attack and higher than Textfooler, but the number
of queries is significantly smaller than other base-
lines.

TABS (Proposed-BS), using both beam search
and semantic filtering, maintains semantic simi-
larity (USE) and attack success (Success) as high

Model ϵ = 0.2

Success Perturb Query USE

BERT-Attack 792 13.9 84.2 0.474

TABS (5, 10) 874 15.9 50.4 0.498
TABS (5, 20) 878 15.1 80.5 0.508
TABS (10, 5) 857 16.8 39.8 0.491

TABS (10, 10) 890 16.0 73.5 0.510

Table 3: Performance on the combination of beam
search candidate k and important synonym words m,
(k, m).

as Proposed-B, and significantly reduces the num-
ber of queries compared to other baselines. The
result shows that our proposed method efficiently
finds adversarial texts with semantic filtering and
increases the quality of adversarial texts with beam
search.

Table 2 shows the performance of the NL code
search retrieval task. We filter out the test data with
original_rank ≤ 100, which means the ground
truth rank is less than 100 among 1k test samples,
and we compare the results at target_rank = 100
and ϵ = 0.3 of the attack success condition. Sim-
ilar to the results of the classification task, our
approach shows significantly better performance
in terms of attack success, the number of queries,
USE, and rank change than the baseline models.
The nDCG values are also the lowest compared to
other baselines. It means that there are very few
codes overlapped in the lists by the original text
and the adversarial text.

Ablation Study We analyze the performance by
changing the value of ϵ in the attack success condi-
tion. Figure 1 shows the results of attack success,
the number of queries, and the semantic similarity
with respect to ϵ in the classification task. Our ap-
proach shows superior performance to other base-
lines with any ϵ.

In addition, we analyze the performance with
respect to k, the beam size of beam search, and
m, the number of adversarial words chosen by the
semantic filtering in Table 3. When m is doubled,
the number of queries increases less than two times,
and the success rate and USE increase slightly. The
combination of k = 10 and m = 10 has better per-
formance than k = 5 and m = 20. In comparison
to BERT-Attack, all cases show better performance
in success, query, and USE, and we select k = 5
and m = 10 that have good performance in three
metrics.
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Overall Efficiency The time complexity of
BERT-Attack is O(LN), and that of TABS is
O(LBM+LB×mlm×N) where L is sentence
length, B is beam size, N is the number of syn-
onyms, M is the number of important words, and
mlm is BERT-MLM inference time complexity.
We use N = 50, B = 5 and M = 10 so that
N = BM . The time for contextual semantic fil-
tering by BERT-MLM, O(LB×mlm×N), is ad-
ditionally required. However, it is possible to eval-
uate semantic similarity for N words at once if we
use GPUs. If we build a batch with N modified
sentences, we can evaluate their contextual seman-
tic similarities with one inference of BERT-MLM.
The actual time to calculate the similarity is very
small compared to the overall time in TABS. It
takes only about 3.9% of the overall average time
in our experiment setting.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an efficient beam search
black-box adversarial attack method, TABS, that
not only replaces words by considering the context
of surrounding words but also reduces queries by
considering the similarity of generated sentences.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
apply an adversarial attack to the NL code search
task. Our approach showed good performance in
terms of attack success rate, number of queries, and
semantic similarity in the classification task and
attack success rate, number of queries, semantic
similarity, rank change, and nDCG in the retrieval
task.

Limitations

Although we are the first attempt at adversarial at-
tack on the NL code search, our approach is needed
to prove its applicability to other NL tasks, such as
text classification and natural language inference,
in future work.
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A Implementation Detail

We use the CodeSearchNet (Husain et al., 2019)
dataset which is specialized for NL code search
task provided by CodeXGLUE (Lu et al., 2021).
We fine-tune CodeBERT for each of the two tasks.

Dataset CodeSearchNet

Train 251,820
Valid 9,604
Test 19,210

Avg. Text Length 11
Avg. Code Length 95

Classification Accuracy 97.96%
Retrieval MRR 0.6796

Table 4: Statistics of CodeSearchNet dataset. Clas-
sification Accuracy and Retrieval MRR score are the
performance of test dataset.

B Case Study on NL Classification Task

Model ϵ = 0.4 ϵ = 0.5

Success Perturb Query USE Success Perturb Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 433 14.2 69.6 0.564 292 13.0 66.7 0.619
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 500 12.3 86.2 0.568 335 11.2 87.6 0.626
CodeBERT-Attack 486 12.9 92.0 0.567 312 11.9 93.0 0.631
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 527 12.1 1032.1 0.580 376 11.1 1106.2 0.632

Proposed-B 632 12.8 156.8 0.583 457 11.9 155.0 0.633
Proposed-S 471 13.3 30.6 0.563 317 11.9 30.8 0.617
Proposed-BS (TABS) 599 13.7 49.2 0.583 429 12.6 48.7 0.637
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C Case Study on Retrieval Task

Model ϵ = 0.2 , original_rank ≤ 100, target rank = 100

Success Perturb Rank nDCG@10 nDCG@20 Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 404 15.6 7.8/697.8 0.1803 0.2206 62.1 0.459
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 478 15.0 6.9/766.9 0.1852 0.2243 82.6 0.489
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 462 13.8 7.2/762.5 0.1895 0.2329 880.2 0.495

Proposed-B 516 15.1 6.6/816.0 0.1809 0.2240 144.7 0.525
Proposed-S 514 16.1 6.8/837.1 0.1552 0.1938 27.5 0.460
Proposed-BS (TABS) 525 16.6 6.5/841.9 0.1530 0.1974 45.7 0.496

Model ϵ = 0.3 , original_rank ≤ 10, target rank = 100

Success Perturb Rank nDCG@10 nDCG@20 Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 259 15.6 2.1/599.0 0.1594 0.1953 64.7 0.493
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 333 14.8 2.0/741.6 0.1540 0.1984 84.2 0.512
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 321 13.8 2.0/727.6 0.1588 0.2067 911.4 0.518

Proposed-B 386 15.1 2.0/784.9 0.1530 0.1979 148.9 0.538
Proposed-S 329 15.8 2.0/700.6 0.1337 0.1753 28.9 0.500
Proposed-BS (TABS) 378 16.4 2.0/793.3 0.1262 0.1758 47.1 0.513

Model ϵ = 0.3 , original_rank = 1, target rank = 100

Success Perturb Rank nDCG@10 nDCG@20 Query USE

Textfooler (Jin et al., 2020) 155 16.4 1.0/587.7 0.1142 0.1485 70.6 0.485
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 213 15.8 1.0/658.4 0.1255 0.1689 91.1 0.506
CLARE (Li et al., 2021) 198 14.2 1.0/619.1 0.1244 0.1741 929.8 0.510

Proposed-B 240 15.9 1.0/663.6 0.1322 0.1738 178.1 0.537
Proposed-S 209 16.6 1.0/733.1 0.1138 0.1524 30.8 0.498
Proposed-BS (TABS) 241 17.1 1.0/762.2 0.1094 0.1599 54.0 0.512
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D Qualitative Examples

Code def node_radius(self, node):
return self.get_idx(node) * self.scale + self.internal_radius

Ground Truth Computes the radial position of the node .

Textfooler Computes the radial position of the rope .
BERT-Attack Computes the radial position of the compass .
CLARE Computes the radial position of Z .
TABS Computes the radial position of the vectors.

(a) Example 1

Code def _build_state_value(request_handler, user):
uri = request_handler.request.url
token = xsrfutil.generate_token(xsrf_secret_key(), user.user_id(), action_id = str(uri))
return uri + ’:’ + token

Ground Truth Composes the value for the state parameter .

Textfooler Composes the value for the nations parameter .
BERT-Attack Composes the value for the n parameter .
CLARE Composes the value for the n parameter .
TABS Composes the value for the computed parameter .

(b) Example 2

Code def serialize_class (Cls):
metaclass = xtuml.get_metaclass(Cls)
attributes = [”%s %s’ % (name, ty.upper()) for name, ty in metaclass.attributes]
s = ’CREATE TABLE %s (\n’ % metaclass.kind
s += ’,\n’.join(attributes)
s += ’\n);\n’
return s

Ground Truth Serialize an xtUML metamodel class .

Textfooler Serialize an xtuml metamodel degrees .
BERT-Attack Serialize an xtuml metamodel amide .
CLARE Serialize an xtuml metamodel amide .
TABS Serialize an xtuml metamodel id .

(c) Example 3
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